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UCrypt® IP to IP with Pro:Idiom® Encryption: + §
Features:
 The UCrypt® IP to IP bulk Pro:Idiom® Encryptor offers MSOs new flexibility to deliver digital content in a protected format
into commercial & hospitality locations and is ideal for applications where the consolidation of Pro:Idiom® encryption at
the Headend or Hub level is desirable
 The UCrypt® IP to IP product allows the Cable Service Provider to select programs from their IP network, encrypt them with
Pro:Idiom® & redistribute the encrypted version of the programs over the network
 Perfect for providing content directly to commercial or hospitality environments with deployed IPTV systems or for use
within other system architectures requiring Pro:Idiom® encrypted content in IP format
 UCrypt® has an easy to use HTTP based Management Interface which allows an operator to monitor, manage & configure
the product locally or remotely
 UCrypt® is built on a scalable architecture that allows the Cable Service Provider to grow their service offering as required

UCrypt® IP to IP Specifications

+ Pro:Idiom® and Ceton are the property of their respective owners in the United States and/or other countries.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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UCrypt® IP to IP with Pro:Idiom® Encryption:
Functional Schematic
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Ordering Information
Part Number
IP to PRO:I IP

Description

UC24IP2M
IP to IP; 24 Pro:I Encrypted MPTS Outputs
UC16IP2M
IP to IP; 16 Pro:I Encrypted MPTS Outputs
UC8IP2M
IP to IP; 8 Pro:I Encrypted MPTS Outputs
UC24IP2S
IP to IP; 24 Pro:I Encrypted SPTS Outputs
UC16IP2S
IP to IP; 16 Pro:I Encrypted SPTS Outputs
POST SALE SOFTWARE UPGRADES
UCUG8MIP
UCUG8SIP
UCUGS2M16
UCUGS2M24

UC24IP2M (front view)

Software Upgrade - Add 8 MPTS (for 'MPTS' versions)
Software Upgrade - Add 8 SPTS (for 'SPTS' versions)
Software Upgrade - Convert 16 SPTS to 16 MPTS
Software Upgrade - Convert 24 SPTS to 16 MPTS

UC24IP2M (rear view)

§ Any use of the UCrypt® product, directly or indirectly, for the decryption and unauthorized reproduction of content that constitutes or may constitute copyright infringement or otherwise infringes on the proprietary
rights of any third party is expressly prohibited. No user of UCrypt shall use UCrypt for any purpose or in any manner which, directly or indirectly, violates the law, violates the proprietary rights of any other party,
or aids in any unlawful act or undertaking including, without limitation, laws governing data privacy, international data transmission, and export of technology or data. Any multiple systems operator or other similar
party (“MSO”) will use the UCrypt product in strict compliance with all applicable laws and in compliance with any agreement in effect between the MSO and a content provider. In no event shall ATX Networks
Corp. or any of its affiliates be liable to an MSO, any end user of the UCrypt product, or any other third party, for any claims arising out of or related to any use or misuse of the UCrypt product in contravention of
this disclaimer. It is the express obligation of an MSO to convey this disclaimer to any other end user of the UCrypt product.
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